
Until one who observed it carefully, examined carefully, and thought about
irDt the Bible'.

it, would feel that he had indeed found a mistake/ Now, however, with the

invention of the telescope in this last 400 years... thus we are given knowledge

of stars. We see actually the 'number of 'stars run%' into' b'i'llioris. And the

inference of God' s statement to Abrahamis proven to be absolutely in line

y4 the truth of the universe' that God has-made.




'

OriTMay 25, 1964 the Newsweek magazine carried a picture of a man

/Don its èbver, and above his head there is a great swirling clouds: and stars,

andthe title in large letters, LIFE AND'DMTH OF THE UNIVERSE. Further

down,it said, astrophysicist, Fred Hoyle. Inside the magazine cwas an

article telling about the great advances in astronomy made by Fred Hoyle and

others in recent days, giving a urnmaryof ... telling something of the tremendais
ies

extension in;our knowledge of the universe. It tells us about,the' discovery of

the expanding universe, and, lists three theories as to flow it all began.

The impress, ion that one gets is that &ir knowledge has advaricd tremendously

and the universe is far greater than anyone has ever dreamed of, but science

is just about ready 'to give us 'a complete ánswér as to its nature and as to its

origin with only three major theories from which to select. In the article

inthe' Newsweek a half page is given to a section called i dbd,egax How

it all began:' (three theories) It 'describes first what is called the steady-state

-theory, wxaformulated by Thomas Gold,Hermann Bundy, and Fred Hoyle.

"
' According to,this theory, it is xai said that the"poulation of the universe

" remains unchanged. New galaxies are formed as old ones disappear.' Then
was '

it mentions. what is called the big-bang theory which i it says,/propOsed by a
that

Belgian priest,' Ab Laimetr in 1927 ./there was an explosion

of a primitive atom of concentrated matter about 10 billion years ago,
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